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Elena Kakaliagou / Ingrid Schmoliner  
Early on in the concert, Elena Kakaliagou described a 
song she and her musical partner Ingrid Schmoliner 
would play as being about displacement and change, 
linking it to the situation they, as Europeans from 
Greece and Austria respectively, see first-hand playing 
out, as whole immigrant populations are forced to 
leave their homes behind. Heavy themes, but as the 
duo thoughtfully wove tales via French horn and 
prepared piano, their songs carried a certain light 
within the sadness. 
  
Kakaliagou's approach to the horn was a combination 
of muted simplicity and occasional extended 
techniques used to mimic the wind and water elements 

that were the backdrops of the songs. Schmoliner's 
piano was precisely lined with objects that allowed her 

key-specific control over melody and percussion in her play, often featuring a kind of repetition, with minor variation, to 
create a shivering and dreamlike musical space. 
  
Both shared vocal duties; Kakaliagou favoured an emotionally rich delivery, in line with the folkloric roots of the songs, 
while Schmoliner's was more chant-like, employing long notes that resolved in rich vibrational overtones. 
  
Their Nabelóse song cycle is concerned with the histories and rituals of place, nature and traditions, described in muted 
but chromatic detail through the illumination of their musical play. The duo had a magical ability to embody the physical 
space within the songs, and their often funereal aspects, but then offer the audience a path of transcendence. As such, 
they delivered a moving sequence of stories about gradual unbecoming of history and the becoming of moments in 
music. 

 

Klimperei / Madame Patate 
The French duo of Émilie Siaut (aka Madame Patate) and 
Christophe Petchanatz (Klimperei) are a bit of an anomaly in 
the predominantly object/toy-based field of musical play. 
Spying tables laden with everything from dollar store wind 
chimes to stuffed emus, the audience can usually expect a 
cacophonous improvised set, but this group was really 
about the mostly short and often sweet song. 
  
Petchanatz´s group-slash-alias Klimperei has a more than 
30-year history, the last third of which he has shared almost 
exclusively with Siaut. Their process involved either the 
construction or pre-recorded play of a melodic or rhythmic 
loop, quickly locked in place, then embellished with a very 
wide array of musical instruments and noise makers. 
  
Petchanatz spent a large amount of the concert with a guitar slung around his shoulder, while Siaut´s reach was wider 
ranging, grasping at toy xylophones and ratchet sets with equal musical glee. Both obviously share a love for the melodica, 
which returned often during the show. 
  
Despite their status as veteran players, their songs were not delivered either slickly or precisely. Their seat-of-the-pants 
approach suggested a kind of French Beat Happening raised on Gainsbourg/Bardot records and yard sales. The DIY of it all 
was mostly charming, but did produce some undesired clunks here and there. Overall it was refreshing to witness a brand 
of in the moment creativity more concerned with joy than exhaustively studied technique. 
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Rainer Wiens  
Debuting as a composer and conductor after a couple of 
decades appearing at FIMAV in an array of ensembles and 
musical duties, Montreal´s own Rainer Wiens assembled a 
dozen fellow locals, new and established luminaries all, and 
provided them with ten recordings of birdsong as a means 
to develop the score for this performance, dubbed "Birds of 
a Feather." 
  
Wiens's technique as director resembled a variation of John 
Zorn's Cobraapproach, using an array of specific hand 
signals and eventually index cards to communicate volume, 
complexity, tempo and various solos and combinations of 
the musicians. 

  
 

As for the music… well, there were birds, as the title suggests. But these were not songbirds harmonizing on powerlines, 
nor Disney cartoon birds lending chorus to the main characters. These birds were the trilling, shrilling, crash into their own 
panicked reflection in windows kind of birds. With half of the dozen musicians performing on brass or woodwind 
instruments the dominant modes were sharp staccato punctuations that migrated across the stage in often cacophonous 
clusters. 
  
Highlights included leads taken by maestro flautist Jean Derome, the rhythmic pairing of cellist JC Lizotte and double 
bassist Nicolas Caloia, vocal improviser Maya Kuroki's theatrical takes, and especially Navid Navab. whose mysterious 
rope-and-pulley-activated electronics provided convincing chirps and wingbeats at key moments. 
  
All the musicians acquitted themselves admirably, but if there was one shortcoming to the piece, it was the 
overabundance of instruments that chose to directly mimic birdsong rather than more broadly interpret their musicality. 
Still, it was an auspicious premiere for Wiens in his new role. 

 
Barre Phillips Solo 

Bassist Barre Phillips would not appreciate the mention 
of his age, though he referred to it obliquely in one of 
his between-piece addresses to the audience. Still, for a 
man in his eighth decade to consistently produce such 
sublime and vibrant music is definitely noteworthy. 
  
For the first couple of improvisations, Phillips stuck to 
slightly more abstracted shapes, taking in the dimension 
of the room and his instrument. Then, from the third 
piece onward, he demonstrated what a lifetime of play 
can yield, switching between quietly bowed and richly 
overtone laden meditations to the rhythmic clattering of 
strings and the resonant instrument body. For his last 
pre-encore piece, Phillips even busted out an especially 
melodic and effortlessly musical piece that would feel at 
home as an interlude during a Radiohead concert. 
  
Phillips frequently engaged the rapt audience, opining 
on what best describes his performances (neither 
"concert" nor "show," apparently) and how even now he 
was still a searcher for new musical elements. The latter 
must be a special challenge for someone in whose 
capable hands, the show concert solo performance felt 

so mastered and effortless despite the flow of invention each moment 
contained. 
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Peter Brötzmann / Heither Leigh / Keiji Haino 
 
The musical partnership between Peter 
Brötzmann and Heather Leigh is one of 
those anomalies akin to the internet memes 
of bonds between armadillos and ocelots 
who become unlikely friends. Brötzmann's 
usually aggressive saxophone workmanship 
finds, in Leigh's pedal steel play, an open 
and grandly resonant space to skim across, 
dive into or create tsunami-scale 
disruptions. But what happens when 
someone tosses a Keiji Haino-shaped hand 
grenade into the mix? 
  
For the first 15 or so minutes of the 
performance, things felt tenuous. All three 
were playing with verve and intensity, but 

mostly parallel to each other, missing moments to engage in non-destructive ways. Eventually, Haino adjusted the tone of 
his guitar to an elemental pitch of tone and noise that slid between the other two musicians with what passed for comfort 
in this feverish performance. From then on, the players easily split off into duo and solo moments, eventually returning to 
the fold. 
  
After 50 years of ripping off roofs around the world, Brötzmann's still-evolving versatility continues to impress, and he 
provided the most obvious bridge between all the elements, casually switching and varying attacks from saxophone to 
clarinet when the moment suggested. Haino was easily the most restless, playing with his trademark intensity and 
switching from guitar to horn to alien Theremin, ever tweaking each sound and creating jagged clusters and loops that 
quickly expired. 
  
In her quietly steadfast manner though, it was Leigh who stealthily conducted the flow of the entire performance. 
Repeating patterns that slowly and deliberately varied and vibrated, she created a nearly invisible pull of gravity that 
would draw the energy from the other two towards her, sublimating or redirecting it into new orbits. 
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